The Tango
Adventure
2016

A TRIP TO THE
MECCA OF TANGO

THE TANGO ADVENTURE IN
BUENOS AIRES 2016

Buenos Aires offers the best tango
dancing in the world. Join us for a week
of tango immersion to take your tango
to the next level!
A full week in a modernized mansion
from the early 20th century, declared
an historic building, one of the best
maintained buildings in San Telmo
5 days of intensive 2- hour workshops
by Eric Dinzel and 4 teaching
assistants from Studio Dinzel at every
class
5 milongas included, at 5 different
venues

Our mission is to provide you
with the most comprenhensive
and complete planning and
travel services so that you can
have the advenure of a lifetime
that is exciting, comfortable
and worry-free. We look
forward to showing you this
beautiful city!

Arrangements for taxi dancers at
milongas
Tango show + dinner
A day in the countryside with Barbeque
and show

TANGO SAN PEDRO

NOVEMBER 6 to 14
and gaucho show.

SILVIA ASKENAZI – ORGANIZER
310-902-8503
SILVIA@TANGOSANPEDRO.COM

TAKE YOUR TANGO TO THE
NEXT LEVEL IN BUENOS AIRES
TANGO/FUN/FRIENDS/TRAVEL

10 hours of group classes
with Eric and assistants

Buenos Aires is an amazing
city, full of life, colors,
sounds…the porteños
(natives from Buenos Aires)
are famous for their
hospitality and friendship.
Become immersed in a new
culture, enjoy dancing in the
Mecca of tango, and learn
from great teachers trained in
one of the most famous tango
studios in the world.

TRAVELERS EXPERIENCES

PACKAGE INCLUDES

Tour packages
PICK A PACKAGE
BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
STANDARD ROOM (interior view, 260
square feet, very quiet) $1250 per
person.
SUPERIOR ROOM (more spacious,
desk, balcony or private terrace) $1450
per person.

8 nights at Mansion Dandi Royal
Hotel, breakfast, 10 hours of
classes, visits to city landmarks,
entrance fees for 5 milongas, one
Tango show+dinner, and a day at a
countryside ranch for barbeque and
gaucho show.
Airfare, meals, and transportation
throughout the city not included.
For single occupancy add $450 per
person

CUSTOMIZED CLASSES WITH
TEACHERS FROM STUDIO DINZEL
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

The world famous Studio Dinzel is
recognized for their excellent
teaching system, created by Rodolfo
and Gloria Dinzel. Experience
directly from the Dinzel teachers
and assistants. One teacher (Eric
Dinzel) and four assistants at each
class to provide everyone with
specialized attention.

“The variety and flow of activities that
you organized was excellent. For
instance, the Sunday empanada
welcome and milonga that night
launched our week immediately,
affirming that we had arrived in
Argentina, the land of tango. The open
Tuesday afternoon allowed us to catch
our breaths and have a break from
doing things as a group, providing
freedom at a timely point in the
evolution of our Buenos Aires tango
journey…”
Sharon Hare.

“Whether it was the choice of milongas,
handling all the business matters, the
touristy excursions, everything was
meticulously planned and expertly
executed by Silvia…cannot begin to
recommend this trip more highly, so I’ll
just recommend it more highly!”
Bill Ware

“It was a magical carpet ride,
Silvia…thank you and everyone in the
group...” Carole Cox

